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Introduction: 
 
On 5/23/2011 Grady McMahan (Detroit Ranger District Ranger), Stacey Forson 
(Willamette Recreation Land and Minerals Staff Officer),  Judith McHugh 
(Willamette Public Affairs Officer), Dani Pavoni (Detroit Ranger District 
Recreation Staff officer), Darrin Neff (Detroit Ranger District Fish Biologist), Brad 
Peterson (Detroit Ranger District Wilderness, Trails Program Manager), Doug 
Shank (Willamette Geologist), Pete Jones (R6 Oregon CERCLA Coordinator),and 
Dave Halemeier (Detroit Ranger District Hydrologist) met on site to inspect the 
Morning Star and Ruth Mine sites.  Dani, Doug and Dave have worked within the 
area for a combined time exceeding 60 years between the three of them and so their 
insights were shared.  Other members that had additional information and discussed 
this with the group.     
 
The purpose of the visit was twofold.  First, to share information with attendees as 
to the history and proposed scope of future actions relating to the sites; and second, 
to review GeoDesign waste rock pile stability evaluations and compare to District 
specialist’s observations and opinions.   
 
Under item #1, Pete Jones informed the group of the recent studies of the mines, and 
the alternatives proposed for future action.  Under item #2, Doug Shank discussed 
the potential risk for slope stability failures in the upslope stream banks and 
disclosed that, due to the type of geology and the soil types found within the area, 
that a low risk of failure exists.  This concurs with GeoDesign’s findings.     
Dave Halemeier discussed the historic impacts of the 1996 flood event and shared 
his findings from reconnoitering the channel (Blue Jay Creek) above the Morning 
Star adit.   
 
Although the potential for slope stability failures is low, there is the potential for 
localized channel bank failures associated with high water events.  This could result 
in mine waste rock being eroded and re-deposited downstream in Battle Axe Creek.   
This report discusses in further detail findings under #2 and proposes remediation 
needed to reduce the risk associated with the site.   
 
 



 

 

 
Slope Stability Evaluation: 
 
The bedrock geology of the Little North Fork is comprised primarily of andesites 
and basalts. Consequently, the soils for the most part are relatively stable. Extensive 
reconnaissance by Doug Shank in past years in this and surrounding areas of Battle 
Ax Creek have shown a remarkably stable landscape. Unlike other areas on the 
Detroit Ranger District, the Little North Fork in general and Battle Ax Creek in 
particular do not develop debris chute type failures on the hill sides or in disturbed 
areas. As was mentioned in the Introduction, the findings of GeoDesign, Inc (Report 
of Slope Stability Evaluation - Morning Star Mine – Opal Creek Scenic and 
Recreational Area, Willamette National Forest, dated May 6, 2009) echo this 
observation. I support their conclusion that the waste rock pile and the access road 
are relatively stable with respect to a mass wasting potential. The evident concern is 
related to excessive erosion if Blue Jay Creek were to leave its current channel.  
 
Channel Bank and Waste Rock Pile Stability Evaluation:   
 
Morning Star Mine: 
Channel conditions of Blue Jay Creek from the confluence to Battle Ax Creek 
upstream to 3500’ elevation, (approximately 1500’ upstream from the adit) consist 
of very angular unconsolidated steps.  These steps are the result of historic flow 
events eroding bank material and depositing this material behind tree bowls and root 
wads, large boulders (> 1.5 feet), or bedrock pinch points within the streams valley 
bottom.   Evidence of historic exploratory mining is apparent along the upper banks 
of the channel with the waste material deposited within the channel.  Channel banks 
are greater than 65% slope and contain typical inner gorge characteristics (bedrock 
outcrops, wood accumulation, and moss covered middle to high banks).  Small 
eroded sections of low to middle banks exist from annual flows eroding the toe 
slope of the channel and destabilizing the lower to middle banks in localized areas.   
Evidence exists of higher flows (1996) altering the valley bottom and lower through 
upper banks through erosional processes.  Due to the unconsolidated nature of the 
substrate and bedrock bottom parent material, these high flows move abundant 
material when they occur. 
 
Channel substrate material is very coarse, angular well drained material.  Fines 
consist of less than 20 percent of volume of substrate.  Figure 1 shows the channel 
at approximately 200 feet downstream of the adit. Note the eroded middle banks 
(Line 1) and the abrupt change from the middle to upper banks depicting the 
unstable nature of the middle banks.  Line 2 shows the extent of the lower bank 
(bank full flow height).   
 
Figure 2 shows the channel above the adit. The steep nature of the channel and its 
sideslopes create a very high energy system that is confined by its channel banks 
and is efficient in moving material.  The wood found within the channel reduces this 
energy and creates the steps described above where deposition occurs when flows 
recede. 
 
Evidence of mine waste material moving downstream is still apparent at the lower 
road crossing.  A delta of mine waste material is evident on the road where this 
material is intermittently being transported downstream from the existing waste pile.  



 

 

 
Figure 1: Blue Jay Creek approximately 200 feet below adit, looking upstream towards adit opening. 

 

                  
Figure 2:  Blue Jay Creek looking upstream from the adit; Note old waste rock material incorporated into 
middle and upper banks on the left hand side of the picture (gray colored angular rock and fines).  This waste 
rock is susceptible to mobilization due to the wood incorporated into the bank rotting and allowing the 
material to move down slope into channel. 

During flow events greater than 1.5 year return intervals it is typical for these channels 
to occupy their middle banks.  Having fines scoured from these areas destabilizes the 
toe of the upper bank and channel bank failures occur. While upslope stability is good 
for the area,  the channel banks are susceptible to failures due to the confined nature of 
the channel.   Putting additional debris, waste rock, and associated wood debris on the 
upper banks (Figure 1 above Line 1, Figure 2 left side of picture), created a risk of 
future failures during high flow events.  Figure 3 shows an overview of the channel in 
relation to the adit and the amount of material perched on the upper bank available to 
fail (native material is brown colored, waste material is grey colored, dotted line 
surrounds waste rock pile). 
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Localized areas of concern stems from perched material located on the upper banks at the 
waste area to the adit, as shown in Figure 3.   

 

                
Figure 3: Localized area of concern directly downstream of adit. 

 

Evidence from the deposits found within Blue Jay creek upstream and downstream 
of the adit show that annual flows erode the lower banks and cause minor sloughing 
of middle and upper bank material to enter the channel.  As flow increases to the 1.5- 
35 year flow return interval, this middle-to-upper bank disturbance increases.  In 
1996 a 35 year storm occurred in this area and channel banks were destabilized due 
to the increased flows.   Material shown in Figure 1 above line 1 was stock piled at 
the edge of the road before 1996 and the material migrated downslope as a result of 
the loss of lower and middle bank material supporting the pile.  Since 1996 this 
material has continued to move closer to the flowing water as a result of gravity and 
eroding lower banks from annual flows.   While not as spectacular as the 100 year 
flow in 1964 in which the entire channel was gutted and facilities lost adjacent to the 
adit, these smaller flows slowly remove material and transport it downstream.   The 
sheer amount of old lumber and wood found within the banks creates further risk of 
failure into the stream as the wood decays and allows material supported by the 
wood to move downslope. 

Standing at the adit opening looking down 
stream.  Note the material perched on the 
wooden platform and the material adjacent to 
the existing flow.  This over steepened slope 
while at the angle of repose is susceptible to 
being undermined and destabilized from 
future high water eroding the toe.  
Decomposition of lumber debris will also 
destabilize the channel bottom eventually 
eroding the lower banks destabilizing the 
fines accumulated on the upper banks (grey 
material, old waste rock pile).   

Waste area from adit; reworked waste 
rock pile.   



 

                             

 

Figure 4 shows a typical valley cross-section or channel cross-section and its 
associated banks. 

 

Remediation Proposal: 

Proposed remediation would be to utilize an excavator to pull fine material back from 
the channel and stockpile against the hillside, as shown in Figure 5.  Collect all lumber 
and wood debris along the channel bottom and lower through upper banks and use to 
cover waste rock material stockpile removed from channel and banks for erosion 
protection.  After waste rock and debris material is removed a channel should be 
created through the site utilizing onsite rock to stabilize the toe along the edge of the 
lower banks (annual flow channel) on both margins.  Bankfull width for this site is 
approximately 10-12 feet.  Rock greater than 16 inches in diameter that is excavated 
from the site should be stockpiled and utilized as riprap along the channel margins to 
reduce lower bank erosion rates.   

                
Figure 5:  Taken from Figure 2 of GeoDesign Stability Evaluation, with remediation 
notes added. 



 

 

Steps will need to be created due to the channel gradient.  These steps can be 
constructed utilizing onsite rock, and placed every 10-20 lineal feet.  This will reduce 
energy through the site and allow water and sediments to pass through site without 
destabilizing middle or upper banks.  All work activities need to occur within the 
approved ODFW in-stream work window. 
    
It is important to note that these recommendations are general and a hydrologist 
should be on site to work with the operator to guide the remediation work.  Seasonal 
flow prior to remediation work could alter the site enough to warrant new direction. 

     
Dave Halemeier1     Doug Shank2 

Hydrologist, Detroit Ranger District  Geologist, Willamette National Forest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1: Dave Halemeier has been a Forest Service hydrologist for 33 years, with 23 of 
those years serving on the Detroit Ranger District.  He has been making observations 
and investigating hydrology and water quality of the mines located in the area over a 
20 year period.  He has received his Bachelor of Science in Resource Planning and 
Interpretation, from Humboldt State University in 1978, and his Master of Science in 
Natural Resources/Watershed Management from Humboldt State University in 1983. 

2: Doug Shank has been a Forest Service geologist for more than 35 years working on 
the Detroit Ranger District.  He specializes in slope stability and geotechnical 
evaluations for both timber management and road construction.  He has extensively 
investigated the soils and geology concerns for this and other projects within the area 
having completed extensive soil mapping for the Detroit Ranger District.  He has 
received his Bachelor of Science in Geology, from Youngstown State University in 
1971 and his Master of Science in Geology from Arizona State University in 1973.     


